
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of data architect. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for data architect

Work with third party BI solution providers where necessary to incorporate
any suggested design improvements or factors, and ensure that the
identified data structure is resilient, flexible and scalable
Support the implementation of the appropriate data architecture for existing
and new development, and supporting the development of any new data
warehouses ( 200+TB) , data marts, data transformation and data extracts
Provide guidance on technical specifications, data modeling, and reviews
proposed data marts, data models, and other dimensional uses of data within
the Data Warehouse
The Data Architect will oversee the mapping of data sources, data
movement, interfaces, and analytics, with the goal of ensuring data quality
Develop and deliver long-term strategic goals for data architecture vision
Acts as a subject matter expert for the Data Services team, internal and
external clients, on key datasets
Promote and provide support for BI solutions/capabilities to the business
user community executives
Execute rapid prototyping for new report requirements using open source,
Hadoop
Leverage internal and external subject expertise to translate regulatory and
business requirements into process and technology / data requirements
Think and plan strategically while formulating software / data specifications
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Team or project lead experience
Familiarity with reporting/ad-hoc analysis tools such as MicroStrategy,
Cognos, Business Objects, Tableau
Familiarity with customer identification and address standardization
processes and tools such as Unica
Able to form and express reasoned opinions
Advanced knowledge of data mastering (MDM) principles (client master,
security master, org master, …)
Breadth in established and emerging Data technologies


